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Abstract 
We compare the spatial logics of three logistics locations in the Paris region: parcel service terminals, distribution 
centers and inland ports. Using census of these locations and mapping our results, we have documented the diversity 
of logistics facilities. On the one hand, parcel service terminals and distribution centers are facilities dependant on the 
road accessibility and built by the corporate real estate market. On the other hand, inland ports are the outcomes of 
infrastructure policies and industrial practices. The diversity of logistics sites reveal the complexity involved in 
drawing up and implementing a logistics planning project on a metropolitan scale. 
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1. Introduction: Logistics in the Paris metropolis 
1.1. Logistics locations in the Paris metropolis: Diverse locations of the suburban geography 
The Agency for Regional Development for the Paris Region (called the region Île-de-France) 
describes the Paris metropolis as a “logistical platform of Europe” [1]. A metropolitan area develops its 
logistics hub function with two aims. The first is to provide supplies for its own development, through the 
logistics of a situation of centrality [2]. The second is through the role of a general “commutator” [3] for 
the larger region in which it exercises its influence. It concerns the logistics of “the spatial quality of 
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intermediacy”, defined by Hayuth and Fleming as an "in between location." "En route places contain the 
generalizable attribute of intermediacy"[2]. This function is indeed crucial to its economy. It is both the 
support for and the material consequence of its development. Consumption and construction both require 
that important flows of goods into the city be managed. Certain logistics functions, such as those at ports 
and airports, can also increase the influence of the metropolis on the surrounding area, and be developed 
as such. 
These logistics functions are supported by very precise yet diverse locations, which the concept of 
“logistics hubs” brings together. The ECHO survey showed the importance of these intermediate 
locations between origin and destination for transport flows in cities [4]. They consist of airports, 
maritime and inland ports, rail terminals, and, in the majority of supply chains, simple warehouses, where 
freight is, among other things, collected, assembled and disassembled, transferred, and stored before its 
redistribution [5; 6]. Even though a tiny part of these "platforms facilities" belong to the public, the vast 
majority of them are in private hands. It is the aggregated activities of a great diversity of private 
companies that make a metropolis like Paris a “logistical hub of Europe”. Yet these companies include a 
variety of industries and functions. The parcel service sector does not have the same industrial logic as 
the multiple retailing sector. It is also different from container transportation, and different from the 
construction and public works sector. This logistics diversity produces a wide diversity of logistics 
locations in the Île-de-France Region.  
First of all, it consists of warehouse zones, including warehouses which are located in simple zones of 
unknown business activity. The overall surface area of the warehouses in the Île-de-France Region 
accounts for 17 million m² [7]. The warehouses, their construction and locations, are partially the result of 
the industrial real estate market, which must operate within the business activity zones designed and often 
administered by municipalities or its inter-municipal organizations. Thus, except for the activity zones 
policies, the logics of those logistics facilities are totally private, from construction to operation. Then, 
logistics facilities consist of sites defined as infrastructures, which gather together river, rail, air, or other 
heavy transport modes, and around which the French government has long ago developed competence 
and legitimacy. Yet, the operation of these facilities depends also on private companies, or on logistics or 
on transport. 
These areas are almost exclusively situated outside the municipality of Paris and the dense population 
zone of the Paris region: over 68% of the warehousing stock are located in the outer suburbs and only 3% 
in Paris [7]. The dense zone corresponds to the heart of the city: it is the high density zone for both people 
and jobs which is composed of 137 communes (towns or communities) including the 20 districts of Paris 
and the surrounding towns [8]. Logistics facilities have been built mainly outside this dense zone, in 
suburbia. It is the suburbs which, through the aggregated activity of all the distribution centers and 
warehouses which they accommodate, assume the role of logistics hub for the entire metropolis: 
"Suburbia took over the function of the interface between city, region and places beyond, thus becoming 
a major hub in terms of logistics and freight distribution. (…) Suburbia is on the way to becoming the 
terminal for handling the freight flows "[9]. 
Logistics functions of cities are very old. They were built as markets [10] or as ports and “trading 
space” [11]. However, the activity properly called “logistics” appeared quite recently. Thus, although 
freight transportation is now part of transport geography research [12; 13] and an object of transport 
planning, a large part of new locations dedicated to logistics functions are not really taken into account by 
geography and urban studies, nor by spatial planning. Some specific districts meant to host the provision 
of commodities, such as wholesaling, have been observed in cities for a long time [14; 5; 15). However, 
except sea ports, few of them have been studied in their urban context [9]. In a way, transport and 
logistics are taken for granted. At the same time, urban and regional planning does not pay much attention 
to logistics locations, or only as a unique spatial category. For instance, even if the plan of Berlin called 
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“Integrated Concept for Commercial Traffic” (2006) and the “Urban Transport Plan” (2011) of the Île-
de-France Region are both aimed at the preservation of freight location and land use for future logistics 
purposes, these two spatial planning exercises don’t make distinctions between the different logistics 
activities nor between the different logistics facilities. 
1.2. Research questions 
Do all the logistics activities and facilities follow the same spatial patterns? Can logistics activities be 
planned without distinctions between them in metropolises or must the diversity of logistics facilities 
entail to another way to plan these spaces in metropolises? 
Thus, the objective of this work is to bring to light the diversity of these metropolitan logistics 
activities, and the diversity of the facilities which are being built. To do this, we will compare three 
business sectors, which will shed light on three different manifestations of this diversity: parcel service, 
large retail, and port activities. We will concentrate our study on the actual locations of each business. We 
will attempt to compare their spatial logics in terms of transport and territorial integration, which explains 
their physical form, their role, and their location within the metropolis. 
This comparison is the necessary first step in the dissection of the function of metropolitan platforms. 
It brings up the question of governance and planning of logistics spaces at the scale of a metropolis such 
as the Paris region. 
1.3. Methodology 
Our objective is to get a detailed understanding of the actual spatial logic in the logistics locations of 
the three sectors. This allows us to compare the three areas studied. 
We have used the Yellow Pages data base for finding the present locations of the parcel service 
terminals. We consulted the internet sites of the large businesses and interviewed several former directors 
of parcel service companies and the director of a commercial real estate consulting company. These 
interviews permitted us to complete our information gathering. For large retail, we mainly used the data 
base on Panorama Trade Dimension [16] which assembles a large amount of information on the subject 
of each distribution center (brand name, location, size, type of administration, type of products, number 
and types of stores served), as well as each store located in France. These activity zones, where the 
distribution centers are located, are known and described thanks to the Paris region’s Urban Planning 
Institute. Finally, our work relied on the collection of information concerning the location of French 
ports, as well as their sizes. These data were compiled based on literary sources and maps of the Paris 
ports. 
First, parcel service terminals and distribution centers will be analyzed as two examples of private 
logistics facilities. Then, those two logistics facilities will be compared with inland ports, which are 
infrastructures, dedicated to logistics activities. Thus, logistics diversity will appear as a true challenge for 
spatial metropolitan planning. 
2. Parcel service terminals and distribution centers: Two private categories of logistics facilities  
Parcel services and large retail supply chain services are two logistics activities quite different and thus 
they use two different kinds of logistics facilities: parcel service terminals and distribution centers. 
However, although these two facilities do not have the same spatial constraints, they are quite similar as 
they are two private facilities, depending on corporate strategies, and as they are two outcomes of the 
logistics real estate market, depending on different corporate strategies. 
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2.1. Parcel service terminals: Logistics facilities serving the dense zone of the metropolis  
Parcel service is the freight transport activity which treats, essentially by road, the shipments of less 
than three tons, which consist mainly of packages or a grouping of packages on a pallet. Freight which is 
handled by parcel service is first assembled in a terminal, then transported, then cross-docked and 
distributed. The assembly operations are generally accomplished with lorries or semi trailers and delivery 
operations with light duty trucks. Parcel service represents 15% of the turnover in the freight transport 
sector. It is also a multi-clients logistics: bigger parcel service operators serve more than 10,000 shipper 
clients. 
Parcel service terminal is a private facility where parcels are sorted. These facilities play an important 
role in the transportation’s organization of a parcel service company. Thus, their location is generally 
based on the own strategy of a company. However, even if the majority of parcel service terminals are 
leased from real estate Company, parcel service operators take into account several location factors. 
Using a graphic representation (see Fig. 1 below), we can analyze the different factors involved in the 
siting choices of the parcel service companies in the Paris region. 
The principal characteristic of parcel service terminals is delivery time constraints. Time is an essential 
element in the organization of transport and in the choice of location. This time constraint therefore 
requires siting the terminal as close as possible to the market area. We have mapped the locations of the 
parcel service terminals in the Paris region in 2010 (Fig. 1 below). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Location of terminals of large parcel and express transport companies in the Paris region in 2010 
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Parcel service terminal is a private facility where parcels are sorted. These facilities play an important 
role in the transportation’s organization of a parcel service company. Thus, their location is generally 
based on the own strategy of a company. And, even if the majority of parcel service terminals are leased 
from real estate companies, parcel service operators take into account several location factors: 
Accessibility. The Paris region has a very efficient highway network. The general tendency of logistics 
installation aims to reduce the number of sites, profiting from the reliability of the main highway arterials, 
which thus means an increase in the average transport distances [17]. In the parcel service business, we 
notice that 80% of the parcel service terminals in Paris’s inner and outer suburbs are located less than 5 
kilometers from the nearest freeway access. Establishing oneself next to the heart of the city is thus no 
longer the most sought after location. Indeed, there has been a dispersion of parcel transport terminals 
around the center of the Île-de-France Region for the last thirty years [18]. This is all the more true 
considering the traffic congestion encountered in these zones. Indeed, proximity to one’s destination is 
not the optimum location in terms of access, due to access problems related to congestion [19]. 
Economic equilibrium. In general, transport costs increase in proportion to distance traveled. Thus it is 
surprising to see the sprawl tendency of parcel service terminals, which increases the distance they have 
to travel. This is all the more surprising in that transport represents the highest cost in the logistics chain: 
the cost of transport accounts for more than 30% of the logistics cost [20]. However, thanks to 
subcontracting, which is a "natural phenomenon" [21] in transport and quasi systematic for parcel service 
in an urban environment, transport has become inexpensive thanks to competitive pricing, notably for 
urban deliveries (as opposed to pick-ups) for which time losses become more expensive than the actual 
transport costs. In other words, the large parcel services establish their terminals taking into consideration 
their shipper clients for whom they carry out the transport, and neglect the clients of their clients (the 
consignees) for whom the deliveries will be carried out by sub-contractors. These subcontractors are also 
obliged to come reclaim their merchandise from the terminals and to absorb the transport cost linked to 
the increase in travel distance. 
Proximity to specific zones. Parcel service in France has a historic link to rail transport. Parcel service 
networks were built based on using the train. The first sorting terminals were thus found next to railway 
stations. Over the last several years, the parcel service business abandoned rail for road, but we’ve 
observed that some terminals are still concentrated in close proximity to these old marshaling yards. 
However, for the terminals that have been built recently, we notice concentrations around specific zones 
such as airports, ports, or even logistics parks (defined as logistics zones owned and managed by a single 
logistics real estate company). In the Île-de-France Region, more than 40% of the terminals are 
concentrated around these specific zones. 
Real estate costs. This is one of the most convincing explanations of the logistics sprawl phenomenon. 
It has already been demonstrated that households are the principal actors in suburban sprawl [22,23,24]. 
Indeed, households wanted more space, and this was impossible unless they left the urban center and 
implanted themselves in suburbia, where rents are more reasonable. It is the same thing for logistics 
activities; strong current trends show an increase in platform sizes. A space need that dense urban areas 
can no longer fulfill. Moreover, if this space was available, prohibitive real estate costs made it 
unaffordable. In the parcel service business, average rent for logistics buildings in the Paris region is 110 
€ / m² (source: CBRE, 2010). But this price can drop to as low as 70 € / m² in zones away from the urban 
core. This is the case for the zone in which the French leader of parcel service (Geodis Calberson) located 
its European hub, one of the largest in Europe with 24 000 net m² of surface area (this net figure, includes 
only the usable interior space in the building). 
According to these factors, the development of terminals in the outer suburbs has increased: 50% of 
parcel service terminals are now located in the outer suburb. 
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2.2. Distribution centers: Logistics facilities of the consuming metropolis 
Large retail is the commercial sector which provides the Paris metropolis with consumer goods. It 
includes not only grocery distribution for food and FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) products but 
more generally all retailers that own several stores. These multiple retailing firms have become retail 
conglomerates, often at a national and even global level. Whatever products are sold, these firms are 
characterized by huge surface areas for sales and represent the major part of the retail turnover [25]. In 
the Île-de-France Region, large retail includes large and small supermarkets, specialty food stores and 
non-food specialty stores, equipment outlets and home service industries. Logistics, defined as the 
management of product flows and inventories, is at the heart of the large retail economic model. Certain 
of these groups are becoming “powerful single actors that are taking the responsibility of managing the 
web of flows” [9] such as Walmart, “template for late-modern capitalism” [26], largest business in the 
world [27]. For serving the stores, organized in networks by brand name, large retail develops particular 
places dedicated to the management of the flow of merchandise from the suppliers. These are called 
distribution centers. 
2.2.1. Private and autonomous "hubs" 
Distribution centers are private and autonomous "hubs." Distribution centers are the warehouses 
dedicated to serving a set of stores. The object of this type of organization is to pool all of this stock for 
all of the stores served, which permits the rationalization of the stocks and thus a reduction in their 
amounts and the associated costs. This organization also offers the ability to group together at the 
distribution center, the product flows from the suppliers. These distribution centers therefore develop a 
"hub" function since they concentrate the "upstream" flows of goods and distribute them "downstream" 
[28]. One part of these warehouses functions without storage according to the "cross-docking" scheme: 
the merchandise expedited by the supplier is reassembled, then redistributed to the destination stores. But 
for some of the warehouses, the merchandise is still stored for a short or even a longer time [29]. This is 
notably the case with imported, non-perishable products. 
Each business group manages its own logistics network, thus its own platforms that make it work. 
Logistics management allowing this business activity to be profitable [28], there is no tendency to pool 
equipment among businesses or even to outsource the logistics of large retailers to a logistics company 
who would therefore work for several businesses. Each network is totally autonomous and dedicated to 
one group [9]. Thus there are eighty-five distribution centers in the Paris region (see Fig. 2 below) [16]. 
In addition, some of the distribution centers serving the metropolis are located on the fringes of the Paris 
region, and even in the outlying departments. The number of distribution centers depends on the logistics 
organization of the retailer. A business may use only one distribution center to serve all the stores at the 
scale of one or more countries, or several warehouses, specialized according to the product or region 
supplied. Supermarkets are thus often served by several distribution centers which specialize by product 
and by region [28]. According to this scheme, there are warehouses serving the region and, at the same 
time, warehouses serving all of France. Thus, if we use the vocabulary of Hayuth and Fleming [2], the 
various distribution centers located in the Île-de-France Region serve two logistics functions for the 
metropolis: those that serve the Paris region take advantage of the “centrality” of the Île-de-France 
whereas the centers which serve the nation or Europe expand upon “the situation of intermediacy” with 
the Paris metropolis.  
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Fig. 2. Location of distribution centers in the Paris region 
2.2.2. Localizations of distribution centers determined by real estate costs 
In theory [29], the siting of these warehouses is determined by the barycenter (weighted average 
distance) of the stores to be served. Since the stores are very numerous in the metropolitan area and often 
well spread out in the agglomeration, a large number of locations are satisfactory from this point of view. 
In addition, a location in the Paris region could be a possible barycenter at the national scale. More 
generally, these warehouses are looking to locate as close as possible to the barycenter, in the sense in 
which it defines the best access to the stores. Thus, the question of barycenter is one of access quality. 
But the very developed highway network offers a number of locations in the suburbs that have a very 
good market access, both to the city center and to a large part of the region. Due to this high quality of 
access, there is an insensitivity to where in the region the distribution center is located. Thus, three-
fourths of the distribution facilities are located in the Paris region’s outer suburbs, only one-fourth in the 
inner suburbs, and none in the city of Paris proper (see Fig. 2). It is not the market area of the distribution 
center which seems to explain this choice. For example, in Paris’s inner suburbs, only half of the 
warehouses serve the dense zone: the others serve the region, or even the entire country. 
The choice of location does not explain itself by the search for inter-firm linkage or horizontal co-
operation, either among distributors, who would not have any desire to pool their activities, nor between 
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distributors and other logistics players [9]. Actually, 80% of the DCs are isolated or located in mixed 
activity zones. Neither the logistics parks, which operate with the desire to create synergies among 
logistics enterprises under the aegis of a sole real estate company, nor the logistics zones, a spontaneous 
gathering together of logistics enterprises, would be attractive for these distribution centers. The large 
majority of warehouses in large retail are the only ones in their business zone. A single activity zone, non 
specialized otherwise, welcomes more than two distribution centers (see Fig. 2). 
All of the locations being of approximately equal quality from the point of view of highway access, 
(given that they are next to a highway interchange), the choice of location is the result either of the real 
estate strategies of the distributors, or of the various real estate restrictions due to the competition from 
other real estate businesses and the planning choices of the local communities. Whether is it a question of 
choosing to locate in the outer suburbs or in the older business districts, both of them relatively 
inexpensive, it is the real estate costs that seem to determine the geographic locations. Finally, if the 
logistics network determines the number of distribution centers, it is industrial real estate practices that 
tend to explain the precise regional locations. Therefore, the relative concentration of these warehouses in 
the southeast crescent of the suburbs does not explain itself either by the actual synergies in the world of 
large retail nor exclusively by superior access quality. These locations depend first on the existence of 
inexpensive land that is open to logistics activity. However, the availability of such land is a response not 
only to the private real-estate market, but, first and foremost, to public action by the municipalities and 
inter-municipalities which plan and manage the business zones and industrial parks. These sitings reveal 
not only the geography of the real estate cost for logistics activities, but also the existence, on the 
outskirts of Paris, of communities which have their own systems for making this land available for 
distribution centers. 
2.3. Parcel service terminals and distribution centers: Two outputs of the corporate real estate market 
Large retail and parcel service invest in relatively commonplace locations, mainly warehouses of 
differing size, to develop their logistics networks. By this way, parcel service terminals and distribution 
centers are two outputs of the logistics real estate market which build these kinds of buildings. In France, 
this real estate market is getting more and more important since the 1990s. Distribution centers and parcel 
service terminals are built through the same process. The supply of buildings comes from the private real 
estate market and its developers and investors. However, this market depends on the existence of business 
zones, planned by municipalities and inter-municipalities, which are two intra-metropolitan levels. 
But, as the spatial needs are different between the two businesses, the same process entails to two 
specific markets in spatial and building terms. For parcel service, the optimum localization in terms of 
access is situated on the edge of Paris’s the inner suburbs, whereas for large retail, the best balance is 
more apt to be found in the outer suburbs. The space needs of large retail and parcel service still differ. 
This translates spatially in two ways. The average size of parcel service terminals being 5,000 m2, the 
most recent hubs approaching 20,000 m2, real estate needs of parcel service companies can be satisfied on 
the outer edge of the small ring (although in the future, finding land there may prove more problematic). 
The needs of large retail are much greater: the sizes in square meters run from 30,000 m2 on average for 
cross-docking platforms to as large as 100,000 m2 for storage warehouses. These space needs can only be 
met in the outer suburbs. 
Warehouses are usually provided in mixed business areas. However, a part of this real estate market 
takes the form of zones dedicated to logistics: logistics parks, airports, inland ports. These zones 
dedicated to logistics are in competition with the traditional mixed business zones. Inland ports are 
examples of zones dedicated to hosting logistics activities. 
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3. Inland ports: The case of infrastructures dedicated to logistics activities 
3.1. River transport: A cross between traditional industrial and innovative urban logistics 
In 2008, river transport represented 13.7 million out of 256 million tons of freight in the Île-de-France 
Region, or 5.3% of the modal share. If construction materials represent 74% of actual regional traffic, the 
nature of goods transported has sensibly evolved. Besides traditional traffic of bulk and heavy goods 
(construction materials, cereals), more and more containers are transported. Container traffic has thus 
gone from 22,000 TEUs (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units) in 2000 to 129,000 in 2009. Ports de Paris, the 
public agency for ports affairs in the region, owns and manages 70 inland ports, which form a limited real 
estate holding but which account for 80% of the river traffic. Ports de Paris is nevertheless the owner of 
over one million square meters of warehouses. Its ports are composed of small sites, sometimes 
consisting of one unloading dock, and larger scale terminals. 
3.2. Inland ports: From transshipment places to logistics zones 
The original function of inland ports is the transshipment from river to road or railway, for bulk and 
then for containers. From this function, they became industrial zones. First of all, 70 inland ports are by 
this way dedicated to host facilities for construction materials process. Indeed, this activity uses both 
waterborne transport and road transport and thus needs some points of transshipment. The vaster ports 
owned by Ports de Paris, were also developed as industrial zones hosting diverse activities. Some inland 
ports have been developed to support the transshipment of containers. They are called “multimodal 
platforms” in the vocabulary of Ports de Paris. These container terminals have often been implemented in 
these vaster inland ports and industrial zones. Now, they are also becoming logistics zones hosting 
warehouses. A large proportion of the warehouses located in inland ports do not use waterborne transport 
at all. 
3.3.  Spatial logics of inland ports: Another logistics geography in the metropolis  
The second major point about inland ports development is urban acceptability. The establishment of 
river ports requires multimodality, which means good access. Like the majority of logistics activities, port 
sites require a minimum amount of space for their technical installations (depots, storage). Ports de Paris 
is limited in terms of acquiring more property: port authorities prefer to increase the size of the existing 
installations or to develop container terminals on them. Even more, port authorities often run into 
difficulties in extending their size due to the land being in a high risk category (SEVESO, PPRI) or, in 
addition, faced with local opposition. Ports often find themselves too close to residential areas, where 
logistics activities are a source of annoyance (pollution, noise, congestion). Moreover, local governments, 
first of all municipalities, encourage replacing port functions for the benefit of other uses, the port itself 
disappearing to leave room for recreational activities along the river banks [34]. It is what one calls 
waterfront revitalization [35], which has already taken place in the largest seaport cities [36]. The 
establishment of ports in the city, then, depends on the practices of each industry, but especially on the 
relationships that the ports maintain with the local authorities, who have the right to limit their activity.  
3.4. Inland ports: Examples of logistics facilities erected by infrastructure policies 
Ports de Paris is a public agency of the French State, which possesses various sites which it wants to 
get the best use out of. It wants to plan and develop them for industrial warehouses and for commercial 
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logistics zones, to the benefit of private companies, in competition or acting as concessionaires. These 
logistics spaces, then, are erected in accordance with infrastructure policies, legitimized by the definition 
of riverside activity development as being in the public interest, historically because of an industrial 
interest in the transshipment and now as a tool to achieve modal shift [37]. Moreover, inland ports as 
logistics zones represent also a new supply in the logistics real estate market. In this way, these logistics 
facilities are becoming a kind of infrastructure dedicated to hosting logistics in competition with the real 
estate market. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Location of river port sites in the Paris region in 2010 
4. Logistics diversity, true challenge for spatial metropolitan planning 
4.1. Diversity of spatial logics 
The comparison between the different logistics locations for distribution centers, parcel service and 
river port activities demonstrates the existence of two major types of construction processes for logistics 
facilities. On the one hand, distribution centers and parcel service are the outputs of a system between the 
real estate market, which builds warehouses, and the municipalities and inter-municipalities of the Île-de 
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France Region, which plan and often develop business zones. On the other hand, inlands ports are outputs 
of some national infrastructures policies and of the development strategy of Ports de Paris. Then, the 
siting of parcel service and large retail facilities is the result of financial choices between accessibility and 
real estate costs, with the same construction process. However this principle does not apply to the two 
sectors in the same way, as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show. Due to these differing requirements, an activity zone 
will have differing attractiveness depending on the type of logistics considered. As for the river ports in 
Paris’s dense zone, their land capacity can meet the needs of parcel service logistics because they offer 
opportunities in terms of rent and access. The port sites are not attractive to large retail because they 
cannot provide the warehouse space that it needs to function adequately. Moreover, port sites welcome 
activities for which the needs are different, such as industries linked to river transport (construction 
materials, agricultural products, metallurgy) and container logistics. The spatial needs of these logistics 
industries being different, they require the erection of supplementary space specific to their situation. 
However, what means this diversity for spatial planning issues? 
4.2. Planning logistics as transport networks? 
First of all, this comparison demonstrates that logistics places cannot be planned by public authorities 
as transport networks. As “the large majority of distribution firms (…) represent more or less isolated 
entities” [9], logistics networks are more or less autonomous networks. Large retail logistics networks are 
dedicated to only one firm. Parcel service logistics networks are developed by one parcel service firm in 
competition with the other firms and their logistics networks. Thus the choice of location of the nodes of 
these networks is a result of specific business strategies. Whether or not their spatial needs are similar, 
they have no interest in investing in any cooperative project. At the same time, distribution centers or 
parcel service terminals being relatively commonplace real estate, many sites offer them facilities and a 
satisfying level of highway access in the Paris metropolis. This is why “distribution firms are 
increasingly making flexible location decisions” [9]. Very often these are short-term strategies. Thus, 
these logistics spaces do not just collect a great diversity of industries and industry practices, but pick up 
a more dynamic and fluctuating real estate market than in standard infrastructure construction such as that 
of port sites, for which we have described the particularity. The logistics spaces are not just areas 
dedicated to mobility. They also concern diffuse areas which are defined by transient space-time [38]. 
4.3. Governing logistics localizations by planning logistics zones? 
As the logics behind the location decisions of the three sectors previously studied are different, and as 
they are primarily business decisions, in the framework of a competition between logistics zones and real 
estate products, the issue of urban planning and logistics cannot just limit itself to the definition of zones 
called "logistics" and their locations at the entries to the urban area. Those zones can meet the needs of 
only some of these logistics activities and do not permit to control logistics localization in metropolises. 
For instance, this is the case with the "Integrated Freight Center (IFC)", a policy of logistics spaces 
defined in common between the Lander of Berlin and Brandenbourg, which concentrate only 20% of 
their logistics establishments in the Berlin region [9]. In the Paris Region, inland ports, which could be 
defined as logistics parks planned by the French Government, concentrate only 5% of warehouses. In a 
sense, logistics users (parcel service firms and retailer), investors and property developers "vote with 
[their] feet” in moving to that business zone and “community where their preference patterns are best 
satisfied” [39]. They choose their locations by causing competition between the business zones 
implemented by the different communities. In addition, these zones may be attractive for awhile, then 
abandoned and end up as industrial wasteland, which is a cost for the host communities. How does one 
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justify, under these conditions, a public financing for logistics projects so transient and benefitting above 
all short term business strategies? The vividness of these private strategies in the construction of urban 
and suburban logistics space complicates the logistics planning policies and limits their effect. Thus “site 
selection and logistics operation decisions strictly follow cost-minimizing and efficiency concerns and 
often deviate from what planners desire.” [9] 
5. Conclusion 
The diversity of logistics facilities in the Paris region results not only from the diversity of logistics 
activities and firms, but also from the diversity of development processes for logistics facilities. Due to 
the emergence of sustainability as a new paradigm for urban and regional policies, logistics and freight 
are becoming new public issues for local governments and metropolitan authorities. Some logistics 
facilities appear as a problem and others as a solution to implement more sustainable metropolitan 
logistics. In order to limit urban sprawl and greenhouse gases emissions, controlling logistics locations is 
becoming an aim for spatial planning at the metropolitan scale. However this logistics diversity is a true 
challenge for spatial metropolitan planning, which entails to an issue of metropolitan governance. 
Indeed, a planning project about logistics entails to governance issue in terms of relationship between 
public management, urban planning, and infrastructure, and the decisions of private enterprises. This 
logistics governance is in an embryonic state in the Paris region. It will necessitate the development of a 
public ability to govern vis-à-vis logistics facilities, which right now are largely escaping spatial 
regulations. How this ability to govern could be developed between administrators of metropolitan and 
intra-metropolitan areas and industrial real estate companies and public agencies (like Ports de Paris) that 
invest in and manage logistics facilities? 
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